The convenience and proven reliability of a Venstar T1100RF wireless thermostat and T1100REC receiver can make even tough installations easy!

### Proven technology:
- 10+ years in the field
- Transmits through typical walls and floors - range up to 500 feet in clear air
- Won’t interfere with other wireless systems - 418MHz using pulse code modulation
- 7 day programmable with 4 time periods per day and copy command
- 2 stage heat / 2 stage cool - compatible with gas/electric, heat pumps, or hydronic systems
- Stat includes kickstand for table top use or can be wall mounted

### Applications:
- Thermostat relocation
- Inaccessible wiring runs on retro-fit projects
- Broken wire between furnace and condensing unit
- Inexpensive zoning alternative - up to 4 stats can be used with 1 receiver
- Multiple HVAC units serving single room - up to 4 receivers can listen to single stat
- House codes allow multiple Venstar wireless products to be installed in same home/building
Venstar Slimline thermostats hardwire to the HVAC equipment, but allow for the use of several optional wireless accessories:

**Wireless Remote Temperature Sensor (ACC0414RF):**
- Can be mounted almost anywhere and report temperature back to the thermostat
- The ACC0414REC accessory, which installs easily behind the stat, allows a Slimline stat to accept signals from a ACC0414RF sensor
- Compatible with T1800, T1900, T2700, and T2900 residential and commercial Slimline stats
- T2900 supports 8 remote sensors for averaging

**Wireless Handheld Remote (ACC0431):**
- Allows for infrared (IR) remote operation of HVAC
- Requires line of sight and max. distance is 30 ft
- Compatible with T1700, T1800, T1900, T2700, T2800, and T2900 residential and commercial Slimline stats

**Add-A-Wireless Stat (T1119RF):**
- Works like a remote control and sensor
- Takes control over the Slimline stat from anywhere in the home
- Compatible with T1800 and T1900 residential Slimline stats